GSOFA

Outcome Agreement 2018- 2021

Director’s Introduction
The Glasgow School of Art holds a unique position in Scotland’s higher education sector.
Open and outward looking, we are a small, specialist institution focusing on the visual
creative disciplines with campuses in Glasgow, Scotland’s Highlands and Islands and
Singapore. We create the conditions where creativity can thrive and transform thinking
through generating new knowledge and giving shape and form to things that currently do not
exist.
Through an art school education, we hone the inherent skills of the creative individual
through studio-based learning and research that is discipline specific. The studio creates the
environment for collaboration, within and across disciplines, for critical inquiry,
experimentation and prototyping. It is the environment in which we collectively generate
new ideas and solutions, where innovation thrives and where we welcome other to engage.
Studio, be it literal or figurative, is the space where a shared visual language can transcend
barriers and boundaries; where ambition, imagination and collaboration can find solutions
to the global challenges facing the world today.
It is something that we have been doing since 1753 and the opening of the Foulis Academy, a
forerunner institution of the GSA which offered a European-style creative training to Scottish
artists at the height of the Enlightenment. It was followed in 1845 by the opening of the
Glasgow Government School of Design at a time when Glasgow was an international
industrial power-house.
Today the Glasgow is recognised as a European cultural capital and one of the UK’s most
successful city-economies with one of the largest concentrations of creative and cultural
businesses. Central to this success is the output, impact and international standing of The
Glasgow School of Art, its staff and its students with 35% of our students from outside the
United Kingdom and a further 25% from outside Scotland. 61% 1 of our academics are
engaged in research of international and national significance and they and our graduates are
central drivers of not only Glasgow’s creative and cultural industries but across Scotland and
increasingly across the Highlands and Islands, as we develop our Campus, research, teaching
and scholarship in that region.
Put simply, we may be small in size but our significance, impact and influence cannot be
under-estimated.
Professor Tom Inns
Director
Addendum – Our OA was produced prior to the Mackintosh Building Fire on the 15th June
2018 and reflects the situation and our ambition pre the fire taking place. Therefore some
of the plans and ambitions may be subject to change or revision during the period of the
Outcome Agreement.
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Strategic Context
Our new three-year Outcome Agreement 2018-21 builds on this success and the
achievements and contribution to Scotland we have delivered through our Outcome
Agreement 2015-2018. It does not represent a radical shift in what we do, but the continued
commitment by the GSA to the Scottish Government priorities and the creative approaches
we want to implement, in partnership with the SFC and others, to continue to deliver.
It is aligned where appropriate to our Strategy 2018-2021 which will be published during
2018. We believe it is strategically and operationally important for us to maintain the
coherence between both our Strategy and our Outcome Agreement, continuing with the
shared development, implementation and delivery cycle we have established. Through both
we will deliver for our students and staff, for Glasgow and for Scotland socially, culturally,
economically, educationally and internationally.
Since 2015 the Glasgow School of Art has grown student numbers by over 25% at our campus
in Glasgow. Our change in profile has been achieved primarily through increased enrolment
of students from the Rest of the UK (RUK) and internationally and some modest growth in
our SFC funded places focusing on articulation and widening access.
Change in GSA Student Profile Funding (All students) 2015/16 v 2017/18
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In Academic Year 2017-18 we enrolled 2432 students (excluding over 200 students based at
GSofA Singapore and funded by the Singapore Government). 1226 students are funded by
the Scottish Funding Council an increase of 200 over the period of the last Outcome
Agreement. These additional places were allocated to growth in widening access,
articulation, undergraduate and postgraduate skills for growth.
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Change in GSA Student Profile 2015/16 v 2017/18
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The change in our student profile is reflected in the financial profile of the institution. As a
global, research-active institution our financial profile more closely reflects that of Scotland’s
historic universities rather than the post-1992 group 2. Over the period of Strategy 20182021 and corresponding Outcome Agreement, we anticipate this financial profile to be
maintained with an increased dependence on generating income through growth in research,
knowledge exchange and commercial activity, partnerships and increasing RUK and
international student numbers addressing any change in EU student funding and
consequently funded places from the SFC.
The changes in EU student funding are of significant concern to the GSA with approximately
285 3 European students and exchange partnerships through ERASMUS with approximately
40 European institutions. Annually between 14-18% of eligible students participate in
student exchange and with competitively secured funding through ERASMUS+ (on average
€160,000 - €220,000 annually) we have built on our exchange opportunities, international
partnerships and staff mobility.
While any financial impact can be partly mitigated through additional funded places from the
SFC for Scotland-domiciled applicants and increased recruitment from RUK and international
students, for the GSA the issue is more central. For an international art school which values
diversity in all its forms, it is fundamentally important that our student community is socially,
culturally and ethnically diverse. The contribution of our European students, drawn from all
27 nations is central to this and cannot be under estimated or under-valued.
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Audit of Higher Education in Scottish Universities. Audit Scotland. July 2016
HESA 2015-16
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Current Funded Places
The limitations of our funding places (1226 in AY2018/19) also impacts on the development
of new undergraduate programmes in priority sector areas where the GSA, creative
education and creative graduates can make a valuable and distinctive contribution or at our
campus in the Highlands and Islands where we can make a significant contribution to the
social and economic cohesion of the region.
Ambitions in programme development in immersive systems, innovation, digital, screen and
education, either by ourselves or in partnership with sister universities, developing robust
articulation routes from Colleges across Scotland which meet both the skills needs of the
economy and articulation as a valuable route, are challenging within the confines of our
current SFC funded-places envelope.
Our ability to move existing places, where competition from Scotland-domiciled applicants
is already high, is limited and purely restricts access, choice and opportunity for other
Scotland-Domiciled applicants.
Offer Rates for Scottish Applicants by University in Scotland 2015 (Audit Scotland 2016)
University of Abertay
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70%
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Heriot Watt University
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Queen Margaret University
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Glasgow Caledonian University
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University of Dundee

45%

University of Stirling

43%

University of St. Andrews

35%

University of Edinburgh
Glasgow School of Art

30%
13%

Note: Offer rate is the percentage of applications that resulted in an offer. Source: Audit Scotland using bespoke exact UCAS
data reports, April 2016

The GSA has demonstrated that, working in partnership with the SFC and through strategic
funding, we can deliver. Over the period of this Outcome Agreement we will continue to
engage constructively with the SFC on the intensification of Outcome Agreement targets,
develop creative approaches to widening participation and articulation, including exploring
the development of associate studentships in rural locations, to support a more dynamic
allocation of places and funding to support and incentivise what we can do.
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Impact of Additional Funded Places
Since AY2013-14 the Scottish Funding Council has increased the number of funded places at
GSA by 200. These have been allocated:
Widening Participation
Articulation
UG Skills for Growth (Product Design)
PG Skills for Growth:
• Fashion and Textiles (5)
• Innovation (12)
• Visualisation (10)
• Sound for Moving Image (3)
• Curatorial Practice (5)

44
86 (includes 8 additional places for entry 18/19)
35
35

From a target of 25 students from MD20/40 in 2013-14 to a target of 75 in 2017/18, GSA has
used the additional students numbers allocated for WP alongside an increasing proportion of
its core funded places, to successfully increase the proportion of students from low
progression schools and those from the lowest socio-economic backgrounds.
Target setting and monitoring across each of the GSA schools at the Admissions Target
Group, and ratified by the Executive has ensured that all degree programmes and discipline
areas have contributed towards this change. The mainstreamed numbers will continued to
be ringfenced through target setting and monitoring to ensure sustained commitment and
increase in line with the ambitious targets set. Specific targets for MD20 are set which
facilitates this priority across GSA with the specific aim of all the additional places being used
to fulfil this priority.
Close working relationships between the widening participation team and the wider GSA
community continues to target and support an increasing number of young people,
prioritising MD20 to support the schools in achieving targets and progression more generally
to HE for these young people.
The initial strategic investment supported GSA in appointing a Progression Manager (now
funded by the institution) has been transformational. With a specific remit of identifyin,
supporting and developing relationships with the college sector in Scotland, it has had a
significant impact across GSA with new Associate Student routes with specific colleges, sitting
alongside articulation routes open to all students.
Developing the intelligence, building capacity and developing the relationships internally and
externally has allowed the infrastructure to develop which now supports articulation on a
sustained and embedded manner. The additional places allowed GSA to work internally to
ensure that full credit was given where appropriate, and this has seen an increase in students
articulating from a range of colleges into the majority of the degree programmes.
The development of the new undergraduate programme in Sound for the Moving Image was
developed specifically for yr 3 entry and predicated specifically on articulation arrangements.
Additional places supported the development of an Associate Student Scheme developed
initially with Glasgow Clyde College and now extended to Forth Valley College.
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Ongoing strategic dialogue with the Glasgow Kelvin, City of Glasgow, Dumfries and Galloway
and West College Scotland has identified priority areas for future articulation and where
required, Associate Student Schemes developed. These discussions will be formalised and
prioritised in 2018-19.
Both WP and Articulation are represented across the GSA committee structure, from Board
of Studies through to Academic Council, and report directly to the Executive through the
Director of Strategy and Marketing. This interweaving of these priorities within the structures
of the School, alongside the additional places have supported significant developments in
these areas and ensure GSA is well placed to build on these priorities.
Over the period of the last Outcome Agreement, the GSA’s postgraduate taught community
has grown to over 500 students and now represents one of the UK’s largest postgradute
communities in the visual creative disciplines.
While the majority of this expansion has been achieved through growth in international
students, we have increased our home domiciled students through access to the Postgradute
Taught Funded places. This has stimulated demand and together with the postgraduate
loans now available, has allowed us to ensure our postgraduate community is social,
culturally and ethically diverse.
This growth at postgraduate level, aligned to our research performance in new discipline
areas, underpinned our decision to create two new academic schools, both of which benefit
from postgraduate taught funded places. The Innovation School comprises the postgraduate
Design Innovation programmes, our undergraduate Product Design programme, which has
grown through the provision of Undergradaute Skills For Growth funded places, alongside
our research strengths in design innovation and the Institute for Design Innovation based in
Glasgow and the Highlands and Islands Campus. The new School of Simulation and
Visualisation has been established to build on our research and postgraduate learning and
teaching strengths in immersive systems and artificial intelligence with postgraduate places
supported through postgraduate funded places in visualisation and sound and new
undergraduate places supported through articulation places aligned to a formal Association
Student route.

Addressing Intensification
In some areas we will address the intensification of the Outcome Agreement in an inclusive
way, implementing actions that achieve for all our students. Our small size makes this
mainstreamed approach appropriate.
This approach is reflected in how we deliver our Public Sector Equality Duty, our all-student
approach to Fair Admissions and maintaining a coherent choice for all students between
articulating through an Associate Student Route or directly from any College, entering at the
level appropriate to their individual circumstances.
In other areas, specifically the intensification of targets that are Scotland-domiciled student
specific around widening access and articulation we are limited to what we can do, not by
our ambition, but by the current levels of funded places.
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As detailed above, we can currently only offer 13% of our Scotland-domiciled undergraduate
applicants a place 4. Rejecting nine in every 10 Scotland-domiciled applicants makes the GSA
the most competitive higher education institution for Scotland-domiciled students. Despite
this, we remain an accessible institution for students from Scotland’s most deprived
postcodes.
Over the last three years GSA has exceed the Commission for Widening Access targets with
13.6% of Scotland-Domiciled Undergraduate Entrants from the 20% most deprived areas.
This has been achieved through our values-based focus on widening participation and
articulation, and through the additional funded places supported by the Scottish Funding
Council.
To 2021 we have set outselves ambitious targets to increase the number of Scotlanddomiciled undergraduate students from the 20% most deprived areas and the number of
students, regardless of socio-economic background articulating to GSA from College. This is
in line with the Commission for Widening Access targets and will be achieved through:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Continuing to deliver and develop our Approach to Fair Admissions introduced in
2018
Delivering our Articulation Strategy developing substantive and mutually benefical
relatonships with sister Colleges which benefit the learner building on our existing
Associate Student programmes with Glasgow Clyde and Forth Valley Colleges, and
developing new relationships with City of Glasgow, West, Kelvin and Dumfries and
Galloway
Work with our partner Colleges specifically West, Kelvin and Dumfries and Galloway
to develop joint activity around National Certificate students and shared activity
where appropriate in schools we all work in
Develiver on our partnership with Renfrewshire Council and Castlehead High School
and the development of studio-based pedagogical teaching models across the
curriculum
Deliver on the additional funded places for widening participation and articulation
secured to date and work with the SFC to identify growth in funded places which
combine delivery of COWA ambitions and economic priorities reflecting our
commitment to widening access and opportunity at both point of entry and exit from
the GSA
Build on the organisational changes made between 2015-2018 which collocated and
brought under one strategic line management our Open Studio, Widening
Participation, Articulation and pre-degree programmes with Student Recruitment
and International, International Academic Development and student mobility
Continue to invest in people and activity within Open Studio, Widening Participation,
Articulation and pre-degree programmes that support our approach to diversity in
our student body

As an international art school which values diversity it is fundamentally important that our
student community reflects this. There is immense educational, social and cultural value in
this diversity with students from Dalmarnock learning alongside those from Morningside,
Berlin or New York.

4

Audit of Higher Education in Scottish Universities. Audit Scotland. July 2016
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Creativity thrives on diversity. Innovation thrives on creativity. We are committed to
creating the conditions where creativity and innovation can thrive and the diversity of our
student body is central to this.

Equality and Diversity
We value diversity in our students, staff, thought and outlook, recognising that creativity
thrives through diversity not homogenisation.
Equality, diversity and participation are embedded within the Outcome Agreement and made
explicit where appropriate in relation to specific SFC aims and priorities. This is in line with
the GSA’s approach to mainstreaming equality, with the Strategic Plan, Outcome Agreement
and Equality Outcomes (which incorporates our actions on gender) aligned in terms of both
actions and outcomes and the evidence based used. This links directly to our statutory
reporting and our requirement to eliminate discrimination, advance equality and promote
good relations.

Engagement and Consultation
Our Outcome Agreement 2018-2021 builds on our Outcome Agreement 2015-2018. It has
been developed through the wide-reaching co-creation we have undertaken in the
development of our next strategic plan. We have consulted with colleagues across the GSA,
our Board, Trade Union representatives and GSASA.
All GSA strategies and policies are subject to an Equality Impact Assessment.
http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equality-impact-assessments
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Our Commitments 2018 – 2021
Overview of our current position on Scottish Government Priorities 1 and 2
Since 2015 we have made significant progress in widening access to The Glasgow School of
Art. Today, more than 20% of all Scotland-domiciled students and nearly 14% of Scotlanddomiciled entrants are from the 20% most deprived backgrounds.
MD20% Enrolment
The University of the West of Scotland
Glasgow Caledonian University
University of Abertay Dundee
Glasgow School of Art
The University of Dundee
The University of Strathclyde
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
The University of Stirling
The University of Glasgow
Edinburgh Napier University
Heriot-Watt University
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh
SRUC
University of the Highlands and Islands
The Robert Gordon University
The University of Edinburgh
The University of St Andrews
The University of Aberdeen
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Source: Scottish Funding Council Participation Indicators for Scottish HEIs (2017)

While we have diversified our student body we have retained our traditionally high retention
and achievement with 97% of first-degree young entrants and 96% 5 of all entrants continuing
to year 2 and over 90% of all students achieving their degree.
Student Rentention
The University of St Andrews
Glasgow School of Art
The University of Edinburgh
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
The University of Glasgow
The University of Stirling
The University of Dundee
The Robert Gordon University
The University of Aberdeen

All Entrants

The University of Strathclyde

Young entrants

Total Scotland
University of the Highlands and Islands
Heriot-Watt University
Glasgow Caledonian University
Edinburgh Napier University
University of Abertay Dundee
Queen Margaret University, Edinburgh
The University of the West of Scotland
SRUC
70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

Source: HESA 2015-2016. All Students.

5

HESA UKPI 2015-16 Non-continuation
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We have developed new routes to progress to degree programmes. Through Associate
Studentships students from Glasgow Clyde College can now progressing to Year 2 in the
Schools of Art, Design and Innovation and from Academic Year 2018/19, students from Forth
Valley College will progress to new programmes within the School of Simulation and
Visualisation in Sound. We have expanded our portfolio preparation programmes to include
doubling our provision for widening access students to access our architecture portfolio
classes, strengthening links between pre-entry activity for widening participation, articulation
and recruitment activity to ensure continuum of support enhancing transition into and
through GSA.
This step-change, supported by strategic investment by the SFC in places and for three years
the post of Progression Manager, alongside the actions detailed in our Outcome Agreement
2015-2018 and Strategy 2015-2018 around new programme development, mainstreaming
equality including all protected characteristics, fair admissions, the development of our Open
Studio, provides us with a strong foundation and proven results to develop our approach
further in the period to 2021.
We have demonstrated that strategic investment achieves demonstrable outcomes and
institutional change.
CASE STUDY 1 – GSA’s Open Studio Widening Participation transitions into Architecture
from Portfolio Preparation
Our Widening Participation team works with pupils from 90 target secondary schools and
young people with experience of care. We help young people understand what studying a
visual creative course is like and enable them to build a diverse and interesting portfolio of
work for application to visual creative courses in further or higher education. Combining the
forces of our Widening Participation and Open Studio (running short, weekend and seasonal
day and evening courses) has allowed better integration and targeting of key schools and
postcode areas, helping young people to develop professional portfolio and help them
through every stage of the application process to art school. This includes giving impartial
advice about filling in a UCAS Personal Statement, e-folio guidance, interview support
workshops and one-to-one mock interviews.
Widening Participation students and Open Studio students specifically interested in studying
architecture when they leave secondary school are enrolled on GSA Architecture Portfolio
Evening Classes. These courses take place in the specialist Mackintosh School of Architecture
studios and are taught by GSA architecture staff, and are designed to provide an insight into
architectural studies, to assist young people in putting together a portfolio of work for
application to architecture school or a similar course of study. The course emulates the
studio format whereby a series of comprehensive lectures, discussions, and studio-based
projects and exercises are undertaken with the intention to develop an understanding of
spatial organisation, proportion, and an awareness of the effect of environmental factors on
the ambience of a space.
A total of 24 students attend, with 12 students entering the programme directly by
application through the Open Studio route and 12 students being funded through Widening
Participation to attend. 2016/17 results show a marked improvement in acceptance rates
from students from both of these routes into architecture HE, with 46% of young people we
worked with in 2016/17 session received offers from architecture schools, and 42% of these
being unconditional.
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Priority 1

Access to education for people from the widest range of backgrounds, including
implementation of the recommendations of CoWA and addressing gender balance
Our commitment
We believe that diversity in our student body is central and this diversity, in many forms,
fuels the dynamic of an art school but also the creative and cultural economy and wider
society.
Delivering on our commitment. We will:
Continue to work towards exceeding our widening access targets and realising our ambitions
through:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Implementing our all-student approach to Fair Admissions, incorporating relevant
sector-wide actions from the Universities Scotland report Working to Widen Access 6
Continuing to develop ACES and FOCUS West priorities in line with the National
Schools Framework and will refocus work according to revised targets and priorities
focusing on MD20 in line with CoWA objectives
Extend, through our own resources, our widening access activities to Schools
outwith our ACES and FOCUS West Schools where we have identified access
priorities targeting SIMD20
Support Adult Returners through the development of appropriate opportunities
identified with SWAP and Open Studio to support portfolio development and
transition
Work with MCR pathways to identify and support students with care experience at
S1 and S2 to enable them to progress to more formal opportunities offered through
ACES or Open Studio and identify, support and improve the transition and
progression of care experienced young people through GSA within a mainstreaming
and partnership approach involving programme leaders, Student Support and
Development, and the Careers Office
Valuing and supporting applications from disadvantaged background, a range
protected characteristics and care experience, to retain diversity in our student body
nderpinned by our commitment to positive outcomes through mainstreaming. This
action links to our Equality Mainstreaming approach and achievement of Equality
Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 2). http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes

CASE STUDY 2 – Transforming opppunties – from Widening Participation to Graduate
Enterprise
Descended from a family of mill workers and having grown up in North East Glasgow,
Christopher McEvoy Barton, after joining the GSA’s Widening Participation programme,
successfully applied to The Glasgow School of Art to study Textile Design. After specialising in
Weave, Christopher went on to win numerous awards at GSA, including the Glasgow’s
Incorporation of Weavers Prize, The Gillian Purvis Award for Primary Research and Glasgow’s
Incorporation of Weavers Award for Innovation. Christopher went on to create his own
graduate company, McEvoy Textiles, which won the Deutsche Bank Awards for Creative
Enterprise in 2017.
6

Universities Scotland November 2017
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After graduating from GSA, Christopher gained opportunities to work with top designers,
such as Niki Jones, interned at Bespoke Atelier, Centex Exports and for the couture weavers
Malhia Kent in Paris. Whilst there, he learned about small high end production of cloth - a
theme that he has carried on into his own practice. Christopher returned to Glasgow in
2017 to establish his own company, McEvoy Textiles, in The Calton area of the East End of
Glasgow. This small yet significant part of the city was the historic home of Glasgow's textile
industry and to the famous Calton Weavers, one of whom Christopher himself is a direct
descendent of. It is a fitting location for a company that similarly blends heritage with
innovation, a woven textiles consultancy and production service that aims to produce
forward thinking textile solutions, to rejuvenate the traditional idea of British textiles and
to diversify the job market within the city. Drawing on Glasgow’s rich history and
skills, McEvoy Textiles wants to ‘use the past to weave cloth that is more than tartan, more
than tweed, and re-establish Glasgow as innovators in weaving’.
A passionate ambassador for Scottish textiles, Christopher says “The primary purpose of
McEvoy Textiles is to rethink manufacturing in the UK. In woven textile manufacturing, there
are a lot of old ideas and an almost universal aversion to progress and risk (the term Luddite
actually refers to weavers specifically so this isn't a new phenomenon). I believe that by
creating a small manufacturing hub that champions research and development we can show
that exciting ways of thinking and making have a place in the industry and are the future of it.
Further to this I feel micro manufacturing has scope to grow and create the jobs communities
need.”
Addresses programme specific gender (and other protected characteristics) imbalance
through:
•

A strategic and integrated pipeline approach linking Open Studio activity,
recruitment activity, fair admissions and enrolment within targeted programmes
identified through our Equality monitoring and statistics. This action links to our
Equality Mainstreaming and achievement of Equality Outcomes 2017-2021
(Outcome 3) http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes

Work with Colleges across Scotland appropriate to our subject areas and geographical
locations to:
•
•
•
•
•

Implement our Articulation Strategy (approved 2017)
Extend our Associate Student scheme with Colleges as a valued and successful
progression route for all students regardless of socio-economic factors
Explore the development of specific associate student routes for colleges in South of
Scotland and Highlands and Islands which support the sustainable economic and
community agenda of those regions of Scotland
Extend Advanced Standing routes through college partnerships and support
transition to successful study at GSA at the right level appropriate to their individual
circumstances of the student
Engage with our communities in Glasgow, the West of Scotland and the Highlands
and Islands through our cultural engagement programme, Open Studio programmes,
our partnership with Highlands and Islands Enterprise and our socially, culturally and
ethically engaged curriculum
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•

Build on and develop new opportunities to support the delivery of widening
participation activities in rural communities including exploring the potential to
extend our reach to the South of Scotland supporting the outcomes of the Scottish
Government’s Enterprise and Skills review and to support our engagement with
Dumfries and Galloway College, Crichton University Campus and the Interim Board
of the South of Scotland Enterprise Agency.

CASE STUDY 3 – Institutional culture change in approach to articulation through strategic
investment
Using investment from SFC funding the GSA appointed a full-time progression manager in
2013. The role identified key curriculum areas for consideration in terms of appropriate
articulation to providing Associate Student status and resulted in a pilot Associate Student
Scheme with Glasgow Clyde College in 2016/7. Where the College challenges students to
expand and develop their creative practice through an intense programme of study, the
Scheme at GSA focuses on the transition from college to art school, through dedicated
support workshops, library access, projects and studio teaching at GSA and more.
Currently in its second year following the initial pilot, 12 students on the Associate Student
Scheme from Glasgow Clyde College progressed to Year 2 in the Schools of Fine Art, Design
and the new School of Innovation and from Academic Year 2018/19, students from Forth
Valley College will progress to the third year in new programmes within the School of
Simulation and Visualisation in Sound for the Moving Image. This is in addition to 27 students
from other colleges gaining full credit for their previous learning and progressing to third
year. Portfolio preparation programmes have expanded to include doubling provision for
widening access students to access architecture portfolio classes, strengthening links
between pre-entry activity for widening participation, articulation and recruitment activity to
ensure continuum of support enhancing transition into and through GSA.
Alongside the formal articulation agreement development, relationships with other colleges
has seen further developments with programmes in Textiles, Silversmithing and Jewellery,
Interior Design, and Sculpture and Environmental Art and Immersive Systems to support
student progression. These informal relationships and programmes of support will again
form the basis on which to progress more formal arrangements with discussions currently
underway with a further 4 colleges.
2017/18 is the first year of a unique articulation agreement between the GSA and Forth
Valley College. This agreement provides students on the HND Sound Production at the
Stirling campus of College the opportunity to participate in the Associate Student Scheme to
encourage and support Year 3 entry to the BDes (Hons) Sound for the Moving Image in
the School of Simulation & Visualisation. This programme contributes to the broadcast and
film/radio industries but also to the games and VR sectors as these grow in production
quality and require increasingly advanced sound and visual expertise. Undergraduate Sound
for the Moving Image students will work collaboratively with gaming students and will be
exposed to game and VR technology and development cycles, preparing them for work in
these sectors.
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As well as the support for Student Associates, additional transition workshops for all Scottish
direct entry students were piloted in 2015 in June and September with 41% and 45% of direct
entrants attending respectively. In 2017 attendance at these workshops has risen to 95% in
June and 77% in September. Workshops now include all direct entry students and has proven
to be a model that now effectively incorporates RUK and international students, building on
the early good practice developed with Student Associates. Early indicators would suggest
that students who have attended these workshops have a more effective transition to HE
and through feedback from students articulate that they enter the institution with greater
levels of confidence in their learning. Work continues to evaluate the support for
transitioning students in these key areas and will be further explored and developed in order
to enhance our strategies to support retention and achievement as work progresses.
Measure of progress
Please see Measure of Progress on Page 28 for a full breakdown of our measure of progress
against our commitments.
Our growth and ambitions in articulation and associate student places
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Priority 2

High quality learning in a learning system which is seamlessly connected for the learner,
including learning which prepares people well for the world of work, prioritizing provision that
meets known skill gaps in the economy
Our commitment
Through our specialist, studio-based, practice-led learning, teaching and research across
architecture, design, fine art, innovation and simulation and visualisation, we will continue to
produce influential, successful and impactful creative practioners.
Delivering on our commitment. We will:
•

Maintain our already sector-leading student retention for all students. As we
continue to increase the diversity of our student community and extend the range of
specialisms and academic programmes we teach, we will focus on the identified
attainment, retention and progression gap within specific protected characteristic
groups based on evidence of retention, progression and achievement. This action
links to our Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 2)
http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes
• Increase student numbers within STEM disciplines (UCAS programmes A-K and
includes existing GSA programmes in Architecture, Design Interaction, Product
Design and Product Design Engineering and new programmes in Sound for Moving
Image and Immersive Design) through innovative and progressive new academic
programmes and with new partners out-with the creative disciplines
• Explore, in discussion with sister universities in Glasgow, the potential for innovative
joint programmes that link creative education and pedagogical models to STEM,
English and Technical Education teacher training, building on our developing
partnership with Renfrewshire Council and Castlehead High School
• Progress our joint project with Renfrewshire Council and Castlehead High School to
deliver a centre for excellence in creative education, developing impactful research
outcomes that can support educational development across Scotland
• Enhance digital and technology skills within our existing programmes alongside a
refreshed commitment to tradition practice articulated through our First Year
Experience project and the co-location of all Year 1 students in the refurbished
Mackintosh Building from September 2019
• Focus on the highest levels of student experience and student satisfaction through
internationally benchmarked teaching, studio-space, workshops and technical
facilities
• Further internationalise our curriculum ensuring equality of opportunity. We will
maintain and develop our already high levels of student mobility with our existing 75
international partners (specifically developing enhanced linked to those within the
EU prior to BREXIT), creates new international projects and opportunities within the
curriculum, defining international opportunities and partnerships within new
programme developments and developing opportunities for real-time collaborative
working with international peers. This action links to our Equality Mainstreaming
and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 1) http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes
• Define professional and positive graduates destinations for creative disciplines and
support our students, through enhanced curriculum and extra-curricular activity, our
work on Glasgow’s creative eco-system, Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth,
city-wide innovation and incubation opportunities, and the student and graduate
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•

strands of our University Innovation Fund plans to support successful and sustainable
graduate employment, entrepreneurship and innovation (See University Innovation
Fund Outcomes)
Maintain and enhance the role of the Mackintosh Building and its collections, our
institutional archive and collections and our exhibitions programme central to our
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes, our academic research and our
student experience more broadly alongside enhanced public access and engagement

Case Study 4 - Prioritizing provision that meets known skill gaps in the economy - new
programme in simulation and visualization combining articulation, meeting skill gaps and
building for the new ecomony
The GSA’s BSc Immersive Systems Design currently offers two pathways in 3D Modelling and
Games & Virtual Reality. These pathways aim to contribute to the fast-growing VR and
Games economies by providing students equipped with both technical (programming, VR)
and creative (3D Modelling, animation) skills. Our vision is to offer a technically oriented
education within the context of a creative art school and fill a need for VR developers,
independent game studios and emerging technologies startups for multi-skilled resources. In
the current context, both the gaming sector and VR are expanding rapidly and there is a
marked trend for new tools/engines to operate away from low-level programming. The dualfocus approach of the BSc Immersive System Design fits in this dynamic - students are multiskilled to meet industry needs for developing creative interactive applications and work with
state of the art equipment. Teaching is research-informed and industry opportunities/input
are built in the curriculum, along with an industry-led project in Year 3. Students are
encouraged to make career decisions early on in order to develop the most relevant portfolio
on graduation.
‘In order for such a vision to become a reality, our group of experts agreed upon a few key
factors. It is essential to ensure that developers and designers have the skills required to
build these amazing new products and experiences. Traditional academic programs aren’t
nimble enough to keep pace with technology and therefore a skills gap is being predicted.
Chapman believes Sim Vis is unique in that it brings together scientists, engineers, content
and graphic designers, psychologists and a handful of other highly specialized professionals
to provide the highest quality commercial VR content and degree programs in the world.
There is also a need for better collaboration across technologies, industries and companies.
The digital era is blurring the lines between real and virtual, commercial and consumer. In
order for true innovation to happen quickly information needs to be shared openly and
globally.’ - Director of School of Simulation and Visualisation Prof Paul Chapman via
venturebeat.com
In addition, the current imbalance of female representation in the digital sector has been
recognised by the programme. Entry requirements for the programme do not include
Computer Science as a pre-requisite (figures show poor take-up rates from females at
secondary school) in order to keep the window of opportunity open to female applicants.
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Measure of Progress
Please see Measure of Progress on Page 28 for a full breakdown of our measure of progress
against our commitments.
Areas of growth in student funded places
From 2018
Highlands and Islands Campus
0 funded places
School of Simulation and Visualisation
8 UG Articulation places
Innovation School
35 additional funded places since 2015

To 2021 with focused growth
Innovation School - continued growth in new
places aligned to economic and skills priorities,
articulation and widening participation
School of Simulation and Visualisation - new
places aligned to economic and skills priorities ,
articulation and widening participation
Highlands and Islands Campus
c. 100 PG and UG places to support economic
development, strengthen communities and
competiveness
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Overview of our current position on Scottish Government Priorities 3 and 4
The Glasgow School of Art is one of the UK’s largest concentrations of researchers in the
visual creative disciplines. At the last Research Assessment Exercise 7 61% of GSA’s research
was recognised as world-leading or internationally recognised.
Since 2014 we have continued to build on our reputation in fields related to our research
themes of excellence. Today, research at the GSA is increasingly inter-disciplinary working
through new collaborations to investigate the role of creativity in tackling major societal
challenges.
We are as equally committed in our research environment as we are in our teaching and
scholarship to diversity. In 2016 we were awarded Vitae HR Excellence in Research and this
will contribute, along with our mainstreaming equality approach and Equality Outcomes
2017-2021, to the route-map towards our potential application for Athena Swan.
The introduction of the Universities Innovation Fund (UIF) has increased our capacity to
respond to business and industry needs and the innovative and entrepreneurial transitions
from art school of our graduates. We have refocused our research and doctoral studies
activities through the integration of staff responsible for student and graduate enterprise and
employability, with those who support research, knowledge exchange and Postgraduate
Research. This new configuration is helping to generate synergies between graduate
enterprise initiatives and knowledge exchange, through more strategic industry relationships.
We have continued to develop strategic relationships with our industry sectors – through a
renewed organisational commitment to developing our important relationships in the
creative economy, especially in Glasgow. Through our initial work in mapping the City’s
creative eco-system we have now appointed a full-time Creative Ecology Research Fellow.
Early successes included targeted industry engagement events around the GSA degree show,
which yielded interest in student projects and has already led to research and consultancy
collaborations, an innovative approach to student incubation and GSA’s engagement at a
city-level on the new Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth.
We are a significant part of Glasgow creative eco-system contributing to the city’s
economic and cultural impact, its soft-power through our international activity and global
reach, our knowledge exchange and cultural engagement.

7

REF2014
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Priority 3

Internationally competitive and impactful research
Our Commitment
We will produce research that builds GSA’s reputation as an authority in our distinctive
disciplines, that is regarded as internationally significant by our peers, that makes an
important contribution to knowledge and which has impact
Delivering on our commitment. We will:
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Achieve greater than 65% of research operating at a world-leading or international
level, enhancing our position as one of the UK’s largest concentrations, and most
impactful, researchers in the visual creative disciplines. We will monitor our progress
through a MOCK REF exercise mid-point during this Outcome Agreement
An increased number of staff from diverse ethnic and cultural backgrounds and
balanced gender split contributing to our research output. This action links to our
Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 (Outcome 5a) and our actions
through years 1 – 3 of our HR Excellence in Research Action Plan
http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes
Continue to invest our Research Excellence Grant in GSA Research Development
Fund grants that support academic staff to produce research proposals, projects,
outputs and partnerships; including through our Research Leave and Research
Leadership schemes and continue to improve internal planning and support for the
preparation of proposals, such as the availability and timing of peer review
Ensure that we continue to consider research capacity when recruiting new academic
staff, and maintain professional development opportunities, especially for early
career researchers
Increase our postgraduate research community, developing innovative routes and
modes of study with regulations, supervision, processes and guidance that are fit-forpurpose and achieve or exceed sector benchmarks
Maintain our commitment to Universities UK Concordat to Support Research
Integrity reflected in our updated Research and Knowledge Exchange Ethics Code of
Practice (2016)
Strategically invest in our areas of research excellence supporting collaboration with
research partners across the UK, specifically:
o Architecture, urbanism and the public sphere
o Contemporary art and curating
o Design innovation
o Digital visualisation
o Education in art, design and architecture
o Health and wellbeing
o Material culture
o Sustainability
Collaborate with partners of quality to increase participation in UKRI, UK Industrial
Strategy and Global Challenges Research Fund funded research projects and other
similarly competitive, high-prestige research funding schemes
Establish and support new areas of research excellence around Mackintosh and the
Creative Economy
Engage and contribute to a Creative Industries Innovation Centre (or similar initiative
pending outcome of SFC commissions reviews by EKOS)
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•
•

Increase contributions where possible to RCUK strategic initiatives, such as the
development of highlight notices, cross-disciplinary research, participation in
sandpits, membership of panels etc
Maintain our nationally significant and internationally recognised archives,
collections, Mackintosh Building and exhibitions programme as a core and accessible
research asset and resource

Case Study 5 – Antimicrobial Resistance
“The world is heading towards a post-antibiotic era in which common infections will once again
kill. If current trends continue, sophisticated interventions, like organ transplantation, joint
replacements, cancer chemotherapy, and care of pre-term infants, will become more difficult
or even too dangerous to undertake. This may even bring the end of modern medicine as we
know it." - Dr Margaret Chan, Director-General, WHO, April 2017
In June 2017 specialists from The Glasgow School of Art’s Mackintosh School of Architecture
and School of Design were awarded £600,000 from the Arts and Humanities Research Council
(AHRC) to build on their pioneering work in the vital field of antimicrobial resistance (AMR)
research.
The grant is being split between three projects. One, led by the GSA’s Mackintosh
Environmental Architecture Research Unit (MEARU), in partnership with microbiologists at
the University of Leeds, is focused on the possible impact of ventilation on AMR, the others
on helping staff in hospitals and veterinary practices visualise, and thus gain a better
understanding of, the way in which pathogens survive and spread in healthcare settings. Each
project involves an interdisciplinary approach (partners include King’s College London,
Glasgow Caledonian University, University of the Arts London and Imperial College London)
and is being carried out in collaboration with other higher education institutions and
specialists including microbiologists, medics, and bacteriologists.
All three AMR projects enhance the GSA’s reputation for healthcare research, a reputation
earned through innovations such as the digital head and neck viewer, which allows medical
students to view, manipulate and interact with a 3D head in real time, and the most detailed
3D model of the flu virus to date, created by MSc Medical Visualisation and Human Anatomy
student Naina Nair for Graduate Degree Show 2017.
Measuring our progress
Please see Measure of Progress on Page 28 for a full breakdown of our measure of progress
against our commitments.
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Growing our Research from 2015 to 2021
31 PGR
students
61% research worldleading/internationally excellent
£214k UKRC
£3.9m total
research
income

56 PGR students

65% research worldleading/internationally excellent

£750k UKRI

£3m total research
income
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Priority 4

Effective knowledge exchange and innovation including excellent collaboration between
universities and industry
Our Commitment
The ability to transform thinking, generate new knowledge and give shape and form to things
that currently do not exist, are all the characteristics of the creative practitioner. We are
committed to creating the conditions to support creativity and innovation with our staff,
students, industry and the third-sector.
Delivering on our commitment. We will:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Build better support for industry and the third-sector to collaborate with students
and with research and knowledge exchange including a ‘single point of contact’ for
all external engagement and simplified processes and systems
An annual research showcase, presenting city-wide to industry and the wider public
the research output of our staff and doctoral students and its impact
The develop our CPD portfolio to support innovation and creativity out with the
creative industry sectors through 60 credit post-graduate certificate courses
Engage with City and City-Region initiatives including inter-alia the Glasgow
Partnership for Economic Growth, the Glasgow Urban Lab engagement with
Development and Regeneration Glasgow City Council, Renfrewshire Council cultural
and creativity strategy and Glasgow City Innovation Districts
Work collaboratively with the universities in Glasgow, public and private partners
across the City, to support the needs of creative graduates through shared
incubation, innovation and enterprise activities and work collaboratively across the
sector as appropriate
Through our international and European partner, our campus in Singapore and office
in the People’s Republic of China, maintain and extend the mobility of our staff and
collaboration in cross-border research bids
Explore the potential and the benefits of collaborative appointment with industry
through the Industry Professorships, doctoral students and other opportunities for
industry/academia staff exchange
Continue the value both the social and cultural impact of innovation and the output
of our staff and students as much as the economic
Continue to provide RDF Impact Fund to support academics to undertake impact
generating activities, including dissemination to and partnership building with
industry, development of CPD, prototyping and early proof-of-concept projects
(supported by UIF)
Through Universities Scotland RCDG, identify collaborative activities with other HEIs
to simplify access to academic expertise for companies and the innovation support
that HEIs can provide
Continue to engage with and delivery through the University Innovation Fund:
o

Stimulate Demand. We will:
 Continue to develop the GSA initiated Places of Creative Production
event series, with second and third events planned for 19/20, hosted
by other HEIs
 Generation of online video content showcasing GSA’s research
expertise, a feature of GSA’s refreshed online presence
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(forthcoming); this content will be promoted to industry and other
audiences through a focused research showcase campaign
Continue to use the internal RDF Impact Fund to support the
development of academic/industry partnerships
Contine to work with SE, HIE, GCC and other agencies to identify
potential industry partners and initiatives to support their
development needs – e.g. Scottish Enterprise Open Innovation
platform.

o

Simplification and Commercialisation. We will:
 Recruit a new Knowledge Exchange and Impact Officer (current
vacancy), to provide capacity for increased engagement with nonacademic partners and innovation-oriented funding opportunities
 Have increased engagement with Interface, including completion of
four new Innovation Voucher projects
 Have ongoing use of Scottish standard legal templated
 Develop KTP projects, with a target of at least one new funded KTP
project in 2018/19, with construction sector a priority. This would
take the number of live KTP projects to 3
 participate in any opportunities for academic and support staff skills
development that arise from collaborative initiatives developed
through US RCDG

o

Simplification and Greater Innovation. We will:
 Participate, via US RCDG, in combined Scottish response to the
Industrial Strategy Challenge Fund, with a particular interest in
opportunities emerging from the new Creative Industries Sector
Deal, which places a strong emphasis on immersive systems
 Actively participate in plans for next phase of DHI Innovation Centre,
and delivery from 2019 onwards
 Actively contribution to development and regeneration in Highlands
and Islands, through strategic partnership with Highlands and Islands
Enterprise and our Creative Campus in Forres

o

Entrepreneurialism. We will:
 Complete first Enterprise Studio Summer School, support follow-on
placements for alumni, and deliver year-long programme of cohort
development activities. Evaluate outcomes of pilot programme,
disseminate to sector, and plan second iteration, with potential for
involvement from other relevant Scottish HEIs, in summer 2019.
 Implement new employability and enterprise strategy within GSA,
including new series of Enterprise Studio resources to support
student and graduate creative entrepreneurs, and enhanced
enterprise and professional development provision embedded within
the curriculum – including activities to identify and nurture potential
student creative entrepreneurs, scheduled in order to prepare
students for internal and external enterprise support opportunities,
e.g.Commitment to support Converge Challenge, facilitated by UIF
 Have an ongoing contribution to programming activities for SGSAH
creative industries hub
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o

International. We will:
 Continue to build links with Singaporean government in order to
identify potential academic industry links between Scotland and
Singapore.
 Develop existing relationship with SDI to identify ways in which GSA
could support investment in Scotland by international firms, and
international trade by Scottish companies, through our research and
knowledge exchange activities.

o

Inclusive Growth and Social Impact. We will:
 Develop our research and knowledge exchange programmes to
support GSA’s strategic relationship with Castlehead High School in
Renfrewshire
 Continue to engage in research which links the creativity with the
wider social, cultural, economic and global challenges working with
disciplines outwith our own
 Participation in US RCDG working group, led by University of Stirling

o Equality and Diversity. We will
 Maintain our commitment to equality and diversity, and ensure that
major projects, initiatives and policies relevant to UIF are subject to
equalities impact assessment, in compliance with GSA regulations
 Increaseparticipation in Equalities and Diversities working group of
US RCDG, and possible contribution to activities to promote women
in innovation, proposed for International Women’s Day in March
2019
Case Study 6 – Industry partnership in research and development - ISO and the School of
Simulation and Visualization
GSA, working in partnership with Scottish digital media and software studio ISO, are
developing a prototype for an immersive exhibit using 3D digital scans of the Mackintosh
Building and the GSA's collection of plaster casts.
The i-word, "immersion", is increasingly in demand from clients in visitor and cultural
attractions. This can mean many things, including large video-mapped installations, 360°
films, ambisonic sound or explorations into VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality) insite specific contexts. However, there are a number of obstacles to the wider take-up of VR
and AR: audience perception, technical constraints, the day-to-day operational concerns of
managers, investment in technology and the demands of creating truly immersive media.
The Glasgow School of Art and digital studio ISOdesign are building an interdisciplinary pilot
project in the context of a 'Next Generation of Immersive Experiences'. This project takes a
holistic view of the issues around practical design, development and deployment of an
Immersive Experience related to the themes of Place and Memory. It will focus on creating a
prototype immersive exhibit using the Mackintosh Building at The Glasgow School of Art as
an exemplar.
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The proposed outputs as part of the project will be not only be a digital AR/VR experience at
the GSA’s historic Mackintosh Building, but also a preliminary set of standards relating to this
technology which will help mitigate real and perceived obstacles that currently obstruct
deployment of this technology more widely throughout the sector for diverse user-groups.
This is an innovative approach to furthering the deployment of a new generation of
immersive content, experiences, and services across the creative industries in that it focuses
not solely on the end-user but on how industry professionals are critical voices that must be
included in the conversation if projects are to be successful.
Measuring our progress
Please see Measure of Progress on Page 28 for a full breakdown of our measure of progress
against our commitments.

Priority 5

Ensuring provision of quality learning in Scottish higher education institutions, i.e. HE
strategic futures, Quality Assurance and HE governance
Our Commitment
The Glasgow School of Art is a small, specialist institution with a global reputation and reach.
We aim to maintain this unique position within Scottish and UK higher education through the
quality of our studio-based teaching, learning and research but also the quality of our
professional services and governance, our estates, digital infrastructure and our people.
Delivering on our commitment. We will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implement the outcomes of our work around preparedness for the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU
Complete the Stow Building refurbishment and Mackintosh Restoration projects,
opening in 2018 and 2019 respectively
Produce and commence implementation of a 10-year, academically-led, Estates
Development Strategy
Continue to support GSA Sustainability and their work with students, staff and the
wider community to deliver a holistic approach to sustainability across all areas of
the GSA’s activity
Reduce our operating costs through efficiencies, new ways of working, shared
services and increased income generation to release funding for investment
Introduced enhanced management information systems to better inform our
strategies, operational performance and governance
Continue to ensure the highest levels of governance, health and safety and financial
stability
Implement our Equality Mainstreaming and Outcomes 2017-2021 addressing actions
across all protected characteristics across all areas of the GSA.
http://www.gsa.ac.uk/equalityoutcomes
Engage with our City and City-Region initiatives including inter-alia:
o Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth
o the development of Glasgow’s Innovation Districts
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joint projects accessing industrial strategy and innovation funding
Glasgow Urban Lab engagement with Development and Regeneration
Glasgow City Council
o Renfrewshire Council and our partnership around Castlehead School
o Our sister universities in West of Scotland and Colleges in Glasgow and the
West of Scotland
o Glasgow Life and Glasgow’s cultural and creative sectors through leadership
in the Glasgow Partnership for Economic Growth
o Strategic activity through Glasgow Mackintosh and the Visitor Tourism
Strategy
Work closely with Highlands and Islands Enterprise on the continued growth and
development of Glasgow School of Art Highlands and Islands Campus and regional
city deals
Develop our relationship with Dumfries and Galloway College, The Crichton Trust,
South of Scotland Development Agency and Borderlands Growth Deal
Reopen the Mackintosh Building in 2019 with a public exhibition which shares the
restoration project with public, professional and schools audiences
o
o

•
•
•

Case Study 7 – GSA Highlands and Islands
The traditional grouping of specialist schools at GSA - the School of Fine Art, School of Design
and the Mackintosh School of Architecture was in 2016 complemented by the addition of a
new School of Simulation & Visualisation and 2018 saw the addition of a fifth specialist
school, the new Innovation School. Collaborating with key agencies such as Highlands and
Islands Enterprise (HIE), and local communities, the GSA’s launch of the Innovation School in
Moray is a transformational activity for the Highlands and Islands. It is an opportunity to lead
the way creatively in developing innovative and inclusive models of higher education, and
cultivate the potential of the creative industries in the region, particularly the crucial role
they play in realising the potential of digital technologies. In doing so, the school will help to
unlock and attract creative talent and support for businesses and communities enabling
them to flourish across the region and globally.
The Innovation School comprises both taught and research work in Design Innovation - their
Masters and PhD programmes are being held in both our Glasgow campus and our campus in
the Highlands and Islands of Scotland and are in addition taught digitally, remotely and
residentially as well as through short winter and summer schools.
The Innovation School’s Winter School in January 2018 saw GSA continue to build
collaborative partnerships with international design schools and local communities, and
develop the discipline of Design Innovation, and its research and teaching methods. The twoweek winter school brings together around 100 leading international design experts,
researchers and students to the GSA's Highlands and Islands campus. Students and
academics work with local businesses and communities to explore themes rooted in the local
context but with global resonances.
Guest speakers travelled from Portugal, Italy, the US, India and Singapore. Postgraduate
students from the GSA’s Masters students on Design Innovation and Communication Design
programmes were joined by students from Köln International School of Design (KISD) and
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KADK (The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Schools of Architecture, Design and
Conservation), and Audencia Business School from Nantes - watch: Winter School 2017
Measuring our progress
Please see Measure of Progress on Page 28 for a full breakdown of our measure of progress
against our commitments.
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Annex A: SFC Outcome Agreement Targets for 2018-19 to 2020-21
*
**

denotes priority measure
denotes retention figures where the underlying proportion is likely less than 50,
meaning projections are subject to greater change

2015-16 2018-19
2019-20
2020-21
baseline
Projection
Projection
Projection
Scottish Government strategic priority: Access to education for people from the widest range of
backgrounds, including implementation of the recommendations of the CoWA and addressing gender
balance
Measure 1: Articulation - The number and proportion of Scotland-domiciled learners articulating from
college to degree level courses with advanced standing
Scotland-domiciled HN entrants from college to UG
65
80
82
84
programmes
Proportion of Scotland-domiciled HN entrants
38%
50%
51%
52%
articulating with Advanced Standing

2a: Proportion of SDUEs from 20% most deprived
postcodes
Additional CoWA target: proportion of full-time
first degree SDUEs entrants from the 20% most
deprived data zones
2b: Proportion of SDUEs from 40% most deprived
postcodes

14.9%

22.5%

24.2%

26.9%

14.6%

14.1%

15%

15.4%

30.9%

40.3%

41.3%

43%

*
*

*

Measure 3: SHEP Schools - The proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants from the SHEP
schools (i.e. schools with consistently low rates of progression to higher education)
Proportion of SDUE from SHEP Schools

4.8%

5%

7%

8%

Measure 4: Protected Characteristics - The proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants by
different protected characteristic groups and care leavers
Male Proportion

35.4%

>35.4%

>35.4%

>35.4%

Female Proportion

64.0%

<64.0%

<64.0%

<64.0%

Under 21 Proportion

67.2%

≈67.2%

≈67.2%

≈67.2%

21 and over Proportion

32.8%

≈32.8%

≈32.8%

≈32.8%

Proportion – BME
Proportion – Disability
Proportion - Care Experience

9%

>9%

>9%

>9%

18.5%

≈18.5%

≈18.5%

≈18.5%

0%

1.6%

2%

2%

*

*

Measure 5: Retention by Protected Characteristics - The proportion of full-time first year Scotlanddomiciled entrants from different characteristic groups returning to study in year two
Proportion MD20 retained**

95.2%

>95%

>95%

>95%

Proportion MD20/40 retained

94.3%

>94%

>94%

>94%

Proportion of Males retained

98.4%

≈98.4%

≈98.4%

≈98.4%

Proportion of Females retained

94.8%

>94.8%

>94.8%

>94.8%

Proportion of Under 21s retained

98.1%

≈98.1%

≈98.1%

≈98.1%

Proportion of 21 and over retained

93.2%

>93.2%

>93.2%

>93.2%

Proportion retained – BME**
Proportion retained – Disability**
Proportion retained - Care Experience**

100%

≈100%

≈100%

≈100%

97.3%

≈97.3%

≈97.3%

≈97.3%

0%

100%

100%

100%

*

Scottish Government strategic priority: High quality learning in a learning system which is seamlessly
connected for the learner, including learning which prepares people well for the world of work,
prioritising provision that meets known skills gaps in the economy
Measure 6: Retention - The proportion of full-time first year Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants
returning to study in year two
Proportion retained

96.1%

95%

95%

95%

Measure 7: Satisfaction - The difference (+/-) from the individual institution's benchmark figure for
students satisfied with the overall quality of their course of study in the National Student Survey
74%
73%
79%
% Satisfaction
Measure 8: STEM - The proportion of Scotland-domiciled undergraduate entrants to STEM courses

84%

0%
Proportion of SDUE to STEM courses
Measure 9a: Graduate Destinations - The proportion of Scotland-domiciled graduates entering positive
destinations
68.3%
68.3%
68.3%
Proportion of graduates in positive destinations
Measure 9b: Graduate Destinations - The proportion of Scotland-domiciled full-time first degree
respondents entering professional occupations
Proportion of FT first degree respondents in professional
occupations

32.3%

32.3%

68.3%

32.3%

32.3%

Scottish government priority: internationally competitive and impactful research
Measure 10: The number of research postgraduate students
RPG students
Measure 11: Total income from the UK Research Councils
RCUK income

31

52

54

56

£214k

£650k

£700k

£750k

Measure 12: Total research income from all sources

£3.9m
£2.6m
£2.8m
Research income
Scottish Government priority: effective knowledge exchange and innovation including excellent
collaboration between universities and industry

£3m

Measure 13: IVs - The number of SFC innovation Vouchers (IVs), Follow-on IVs
Innovation Vouchers (IVs)

2

4

0
1
Follow-on IVs
Measure 14: UIF - Individual HEI UIF progress measures and sector wide reporting

5

6

1

1

Scottish Government priority: ensuring provision of quality learning in Scottish higher education
institutions, i.e. HE strategic futures, Quality Assurance and HE governance
Measure 15: Carbon - Gross carbon footprint
Tonnes CO2e

3,534

3,452

3,630

3,400

*
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